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AP Physics I  
Week at a Glance 

We’ll continue to partition our AP Physics I student personnel into two categories; those that are taking the AP Physics I 
exam, and those that are not. If you are still enrolled in the AP Physics exam, we’ll provide review assignments and 
resources targeting success on the College Board AP Physics I exam. Those not taking the exam will participate in 
curriculum dealing with buoyancy forces, and the physics of dynamic fluids.  
 
The 2020 AP Physics I exam will be a truncated assessment, covering the following topics: 
Unit 1 – Kinematics  
Unit 2 – Two Dimensional Motion 
Unit 3 – Forces 
Unit 4 – Energy 
Unit 5 – Momentum 
Unit 6 – Periodic and Harmonic Motion 
Unit 7 – Basic Circular Motion 
Unit 8 – Gravity  
Unit 9 – Rotation & Torque 
 
Waves and electricity topics are not included on the 2020 AP Physics I exam.  

Week (5/11 – 5/14) 
 
Lesson Frame: 
We Will: Engage in review activities and resources which target success on 
the AP Physics I exam.  
 
I Will: Review, specifically, frequently-tested topics in variety of contexts.  
Hopefully, at this point, you’ve completed a content refresher, and have a 
foundational understanding of the topics that are possibly addressed by this 
strange assessment. More detailed unit-by-unit breakdowns are available in 
a variety of previously outlined review resources, (including my You Tube 
channel).   
 
Looking at the guidelines for this year’s assessment, it seems like College 
Board will make the first question a multi-step investigation into an exercise, 
(or perhaps laboratory investigation), through which you’ll competently 
explain a specific or multiple physical phenomena. I think it’s likely this 
question will be used to address a broad spectrum of topics.  
 
So That I Can: 
Apply these skills successfully on the truncated AP Physics I exam. There 
will be free-response prompts in which students will need to engage 
competently with this section of the curriculum. 

Week (5/11 – 5/14) 
 
Lesson Frame: 
We Will: Build on last week’s investigations into buoyancy forces and 
static fluids. Last week, we learned about density, and why certain 
objects float while others sink. This week, instead of looking at fluids 
which are still, (static), we’ll look at fluids that move. We’ll learn about 
calculating flow rate, how to apply the Law of Conservation of Energy 
in order to make predictions regarding moving fluids, and the role 
pressure has in analyzing dynamic fluids.  
 
I Will: Perform a couple of laboratory investigations through which I will 
explore the topics of Toricelli’s Theorem and Bernoulli’s Formula, both 
of which summarize the role the Law of Conservation has in making 
predictions regarding fluid dynamics.  
 
So That I Can: Have a sensible understanding of the basic foundations 
of fluid physics. Between last week’s activities and this week’s 
activities, I should come away with a foundational grasp regarding the 
motion of fluids. In college, we would apply these principles to more 
advanced topics dealing with fluids, such as the role of fluid viscosity, 
temperatures role in fluid motion, and thermodynamics studies.  

Estimated Time to Complete:  
There are approximately two hours of work provided.  

Resources Needed: 
Links to all activities, (including background information and learning resources), are provided with each lesson. If 
scholars require resources beyond the scope of our Google Classroom, please let me know. 
 
Course Code: 2tarxr6 
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Engage and Practice (What do we want you to do and turn in?) 

Taking your AP Physics I Exam, (Thursday May 14, @ 3:00 
pm), counts as your documented engagement with the AP 
Physics I curriculum this week.  
 
For whatever reason, (i.e. technical glitch),  if you unable to 
properly complete and submit the College Board exam, 
simply turn in responses to any three Free Response 
prompts, (on the review sheet for this exam), to Google 
Classroom. This assignment location is labeled 5/11 – 5/14 
Assignments – Test Takers.  

Daily Practice materials are posted on our Google 
Classroom Page. They will be updated daily. This week’s 
assignments include: 
 
•Activity – Lab: The Relationship Between the Height of 
Water in a Reservoir and the Velocity of Water Released 
from the Base of the Reservoir 
•Activity – Lab: Bernoulli’s Formula and the Continuity 
Equation 

 

 

 

 


